Are today’s CFOs ready for
tomorrow’s demands on finance?
Survey results show that as their role expands to include ever more nonfinancial demands, CFOs know they
must build new skills to lead.
Faced with advances in technology and growing responsibilities, many CFOs are bracing themselves
for more change ahead—and understand that they must adapt to be effective. In the latest McKinsey Global
Survey on the role of the CFO,1 finance leaders report that there are new demands on their time, such as
digitizing critical business activities and managing cybersecurity, in addition to traditional finance duties.
While these newer responsibilities present opportunities for finance leaders to differentiate themselves—
and their companies—from competitors, many CFOs believe their companies are not yet prepared to
manage these challenges.
Most CFOs know it’s no longer enough to play their traditional role. Instead, for CFOs to deliver value as
their duties evolve, the results suggest that they must build skills in other areas of the business, play
a more active leadership role, and rethink their usual approaches to overcoming external pressures and
finding new investment opportunities.
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The CFO’s growing mandate
Today’s CFOs
Survey
2016are responsible for much more than finance. On average, five functions other than finance
now report
toCFO
the CFO (Exhibit 1). More than half of CFOs say their companies’ risk, regulatory
Role
of the
compliance,
Exhibit
1 ofand
4 M&A transactions and execution report directly to them, and 38 percent of CFOs are
responsible for IT. Some CFOs even manage cybersecurity and digitization, suggesting just how
diversified the list of demands on the CFO is.

Exhibit 1

Many functions other than finance now report to the CFO.
% of CFOs,1 n = 193
Activities or functional areas that currently report to CFOs
Risk management (ie, enterprise-wide
and/or operational risks)

64

Regulatory compliance

55

M&A transactions and execution

52

IT

38

M&A strategy

38

Corporate strategy (including
portfolio strategy and management)

36

Procurement

35
33

Investor relations
Postmerger integration

28

Board engagement

24

Cybersecurity

18

Digital

14

Physical security
Other
1 Respondents

2

13
6

who answered “don’t know” are not shown.
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2 of
4 CFOs say they spent the majority of their time in the past year on roles besides traditional
and specialty finance. Among these other roles, CFOs most often focused on strategic leadership,
organizational transformation, and performance management (Exhibit 2).

Exhibit 2

Last year, four in ten CFOs spent most of their time on strategy, transformations,
or another nonfinance area.
% of CFOs1
Areas where CFOs focused on nonfinance roles spent
the most time, past 12 months

Roles where CFOs spent the most time,
past 12 months
Specialty finance
(eg, treasury, audit, tax,
investor relations)
14

Strategic leadership

46

Organizational transformation

45

Performance management
41

Other

45
Traditional finance
(eg, accounting,
controlling, budgeting,
planning and analysis)

1 In

35

Capital allocation

24

Big data and analytics

20

Finance capabilities

18

Technology trends (eg, digital,
cybersecurity, IT)

5

Other functions (eg, risk
management, procurement)

5

the ﬁrst question, n = 193, and in the second question, n = 77. The second question was asked only of CFOs who say they spent the most time on
other (nonﬁnance) roles in the past 12 months.
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What’s more, CFOs themselves and respondents in other roles believe that CFOs can create value in several
ways, and not necessarily by fulfilling traditional duties. Eighteen percent of CFOs say that, in the past
year, they have created the most value for their companies through their traditional finance work. But others
are most likely to cite strategic leadership (22 percent) as the area where they’ve created the most value.
Looking ahead, CFOs would prefer to spend less time on traditional finance activities in the next year—
and more on strategic leadership (two-thirds of all respondents say CFOs should spend more time
here), organizational transformation, performance management, and big data and technology trends.
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Still, the
nonfinancial
responsibilities—including those related to technology—are putting many CFOs on
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alert. Less
Exhibit
3 than
of 4 one in three believe their companies have the capabilities they need to be competitive
in their digitization of business activities. Fewer than half feel their companies are well prepared or very
well prepared to be competitive on their cybersecurity capabilities (Exhibit 3).

Exhibit 3

For newer activities and trends, such as digitization, few CFOs say their companies are
prepared to be competitive.
% of CFOs, n = 193
How well companies’ current capabilities meet what they will need to be
competitive over next 5 years
Very well

Well

Somewhat

Slightly

Not at all

Don’t know

1
Digitization of
business activities
Managing activist
shareholders

12

41

18

6

28

23

24

15

4

10

18
1

Cybersecurity

5

48

24

18

4
1

Big data

4

7

11

39
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The need for more strategic CFO leadership
Top executives acknowledge the value that finance chiefs bring to their companies, and CFOs themselves
agree.2 In matters of finance, both groups largely agree that CFOs are very involved members of
their teams. They also agree that CFOs should spend more time as strategic leaders in the years ahead.
But as the CFO’s role evolves, so are the expectations that other company leaders have for them. Not
surprisingly, then, the data show that CFOs perceive some of their contributions differently than do others
in the C-suite. Majorities of CFOs and other C-suite executives agree that their CFOs are significantly
or the most involved in bringing deep financial expertise to discussions, focusing group discussions on the
creation of financial value, and serving as the executive team’s public face to financial stakeholders. But
for activities beyond finance, the results suggest there’s a gap between the leadership that CFOs currently
demonstrate and what other business leaders expect of them. For instance, 72 percent of CFOs say they
are significantly involved or the most involved executives in allocating employees and financial resources.
Yet only 29 percent of other C-level executives say the same about their CFO peers.
CFOs also rate the performance of their finance functions differently than their fellow executives. While
87 percent of CFOs rate their finance functions as effective, only 56 percent of other C-level executives
say the same. These groups also report differing views on the challenges that finance functions face. Whereas
CFOs are likelier than their peers to cite a lack of resources and skills as barriers to effective financefunction performance, others in the C-suite most often identify a lack of innovation mind-sets.

CFOs and their C-level peers agree that finance
leaders should spend more time leading.
But the results suggest a gap between finance
chiefs’ current leadership on the executive
team and what others expect.
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Exhibit 4

Companies tend to use basic financial controls to allocate resources—but few foster
competition for cash or improve their allocation processes.
% of CFOs who agree with each statement about their companies’ capital-allocation
practices (outside of M&A)1

Most CFOs say their companies
use basic financial controls in
capital-allocation processes

Fewer than half report the use of tactics
to promote healthy competition among
projects in their processes

Companies rarely use
tactics to learn from and
improve processes

71
59

56
47

46

45
30

Sets capitalexpenditure
(capex)
budgets at
project level

1 The

Uses
comparable
projectperformance
metrics
across
business
units

Tracks growth,
returns, and/or
cash flow for
capex projects

Meets time
and cost
goals for
capex
projects

Maintains
pipeline of
capex projects
in excess of
cash available

Keeps cash
scarce

Has formal
process to
review
investments
made 3–5
years ago

25

Uses innovative ways to
identify
projects to
fund or defund

other answer choices were “neutral,” “somewhat disagree,” “strongly disagree,” and “don’t know.”

In finance processes, there’s room for CFOs to innovate
On the whole, CFOs recognize the need to move beyond traditional or textbook practices. But few say their
companies use innovative methods to make decisions. Roughly two in three CFOs say their companies
do not yet have the capabilities for agile decision making, scenario planning, and decentralized decision
making they’ll need to be competitive in the coming years.
Likewise, many say their companies use basic financial controls in their decision making—but few report
the use of more advanced practices. When asked about their capital-allocation processes, most CFOs
agree that their companies set capital-expenditure budgets at the project level, use comparable metrics
across business units, and track the results of specific projects (Exhibit 4). These practices support
the foundation of a strong capital-allocation process. Fewer CFOs, though, report using tactics that would
foster further learning or innovation. Just 30 percent of CFOs say their companies formally review
investments made three to five years ago, and one-quarter say they’re using new methods to identify
funding opportunities.
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Looking ahead
In response to some of the challenges that the survey results revealed, here are a few steps that we believe
CFOs and their companies can take.
Assert proactive and strategic leadership. According to the survey, CFOs perceive some of their contributions to the C-suite differently than other leaders do. One such divergence is the CFO’s involvement in
strategic decisions, suggesting that finance leaders have more room than they may think to leverage their
expertise and influence—especially since many other C-level executives believe CFOs should spend
more time on strategic leadership in coming years. Finance leaders could start by more explicitly articulating the scope of their role, which may help finance leaders increase the engagement and effectiveness
of the executive team.
Adopt an investor’s mind-set—and more innovative practices. Many CFOs are aware of their financial
stakeholders’ interests, but less than half agree that their companies keep cash scarce—which investors
often see as an indication that a company will be disciplined in its investments. The finding highlights
the importance of demonstrating capital discipline by translating an investor mind-set into a day-to-day
management style. That could also mean adopting innovative finance processes: for example, moving
away from a typical, annual capital-budgeting process toward a more agile one, with flexible budgets, quick
decision making, and a performance-management system to match. Maintaining a more investorbased mind-set could also help preclude the kinds of misunderstandings that draw the attention of activist
investors, which less than one-third of CFOs say their companies are well prepared to manage.
 Embrace technological advances. If new technologies and trends are adding to the evolution of the CFO’s
role, they also have the potential to make it easier for finance leaders to understand current business
complexities. There is a wide range of tools that can help CFOs benefit from big data and the digitization
of finance processes; for example, software that automatically completes repeatable, standardized, or
logical tasks, such as processing transactions or integrating data to derive business insights. CFOs should
increasingly use such tools to lead complex enterprise-resource planning efforts, among other
challenges that they are being tasked with managing.

1

The online survey was in the field from January 19 to January 29, 2016, and garnered responses from 545 respondents
representing the full range of regions, industries, and company sizes. To adjust for differences in response rates, the data are
weighted by the contribution of each respondent’s nation to global GDP.
2 To account for demographic differences between company-level CFOs (who tend to work for private, smaller companies) and
all other C-level respondents (who tend to work for public, larger companies), we compared the responses to these questions
from CFOs and other C-levels at only public companies and at only companies with larger revenues. As we saw between
all company-level CFOs and all other C-levels, the results indicate similar and statistically significant differences (at a 95 percent
confidence interval) between public-company CFOs and other C-levels, and large-company CFOs and other C-levels, for
the questions on CFO value, CFO leadership, and the finance function.

The contributors to the development and analysis of this survey include Ankur Agrawal, a partner in McKinsey’s
New York office; Brian Dinneen, a consultant in the Boston office; and Ishaan Seth, a senior partner in the New
York office.
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